Gumbo Magazine
In this space, Black culture is held.
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I sat down with the creators of Gumbo Magazine in the middle of June. I had never
felt such an immense connection in the affirmation that the work I do as a Black
creative is important, other than my daily conversations with icon and visual artist
extraordinaire Felton Kizer. Matthew Manning, Courtney Phillipis, and Aja Van
Buren were like a slice of heavenly creation, beautiful not only in their collective
mission to create authentic spaces for Black folk and allow for unaltered Black
narratives to be told, but also in their existence. From a living room sofa, windowsill,

and office chair, they reminded me once again that Black people, and our stories, are
revolutionary in their resilience and brilliance.

So just to begin, I just want to ask y’all like, how are you guys really doing? I
know for me, it’s been a little bit of a personal struggle sometimes to get out of
bed and keep doing the work on the ground, as a Black woman, making sure
that I’m supporting myself and those close around me, while also providing the
resources and information to other people and being there for the people in
my community. But I think reconnecting with writing has gotten me through
a lot of that. And so, I wanted to touch base even before we jump into Gumbo
Magazine as a whole, and ask how are you all doing individually. I want to make
sure that we’re all here for each other and in a safe space.

always have—to not just say I’m good, because we can bury ourselves behind that.

It’s been a difficult month—much longer than that actually.
But the last month in particular has been very difficult. Courtney and I are both
from Minneapolis. So we’ve kind of felt the weight of Minneapolis as ground zero
for all of this, as well as Chicago. And in both communities, we’re in circles with
people who are very much on the frontlines and putting in action and work, both
at a community building level as well as a community activism level. So, it’s been a
weight for sure.
MATTHEW MANNING:

I think the thing I’m trying to honor most right now is my need for space and sleep
to the extent that I can, time away from emails and stuff like that. I’m trying to find
a bit of balance there, which is long overdue anyway. And then also, just to be honest
about how I’m feeling on a day to day basis. You know, people have been asking how
are you? And I feel like I owe myself and those people, and frankly a lot of the white
people that I know, honestly in this moment, to just not back away from that like I

A connection between two magazines that devote their entire work to elevating
the voice of those who often go unheard or ignored has flourished. We are the
revolution, allowing Black voices to tell their own stories without the whitewashing
of an editorial board that doesn’t understand the Black experience.

Thank you for that. I mean, that’s something that I relate to as well. I’m actually
in Naperville, which is my hometown. This community is predominantly white
and upper class, and they have not really cared about Black folk and never have.
So, I think that this is also a moment when I have some of the white people I
know in this town reach out and be like, ‘How are you?’ And I’ve always shied
away from that question and hidden what I am going through and what needs
to happen from them, because of the notion that I need to be polite. But, I’m
just done with that now. So, that has also been an awakening for me as well. And
I think it’s powerful for me now to be able to live in that truth and to just be me
and not apologize for it anymore.
It’s funny that you say you’re in Naperville, ‘cuz I’m in Romeoville
right now. But anyway, for me, I’m having a hard time processing. I had to call in
Black, as I say, because I was just like listen, I can’t. I just need a moment to regroup
and to figure some things out for myself. And I think personally speaking, I’m always
the aunty figure in a lot of my friendships and friend groups. I’m always checking in
on people. I’ve burned out. Now, I have to do a shelter in place for myself to figure
things out, to figure out my own emotions, and to be able to pour back into myself.
I’m still trying to figure that out, and it’s a weird space because with everything going
on, it’s a multi-layered issue. Everybody’s talking about all the things right now—I
can’t compartmentalize anymore.

AJA VAN BUREN:

So now I’m really living in these moments in a different way, from the systemic all

the way down to interpersonal relations and seeing how family members interact
with me. I do show up very militant in a lot of aspects. My favorite quote over the
last couple weeks is “Burn shit down.” I think right now, I need to nurture myself.
I’m trying to eat better. I’m trying to cook more. I’m really making it a point to take
care of my plants, because that’s also a time where I can take care of myself. So, just
doing small doses of things, I think, is really where I’m at, because I can’t show
up physically.

Black people of color and relax a little bit in terms of just letting our feelings
flow. That was refreshing for me.
I also wanted to just kind of shift gears into Gumbo Magazine specifically and
understand how it came into existence and blossomed into the art that it is now.

COURTNEY PHILLIPS:

Media was sprouted from a lot of the same feelings
that we’re feeling now, but during the two-day-span of Alton Sterling and Philando
Castille’s killings. At the time, Matthew and I—he and I are partners, he’s my
fiance—were on the way to a wedding, driving from Chicago to Michigan. We just
felt like we needed to do more. And this was also during a time where us as lightskinned Black people were coming to grips with where our privileges lie and what we
can do to make a difference. During that time, I was really into different magazine
publications that were highly curated and gave more quality to the idea of what a
magazine could be. The examples at the time were Kinfolk, Monocle, Cereal, and
a variety of other bi-annuals or publications that come out every now and then.
Kinfolk has developed a bit now, but a few years ago, it was primarily whitewashed.
So, Matthew and I were talking about that and just saying to ourselves, ‘Okay, what
if we created a publication that was centered around Black culture, the diversity
within Black culture, the fringe culture within our Black culture, and really just
created a platform where the quality is there?’

And then also, the people that I’ve worked with in the past, who I knew were not
on the same page as me, have really shown themselves as far as where they lie, their
support, and how far they’re willing to extend themselves for Black lives. All this is
not even eye opening. It’s like, that’s just how you are, so I’m not going to even waste
my breath on you, because I already knew what’s happening. So, there’s that.

We had this idea of printing something where people can hold it—that was a major
part of our thinking about how Black culture needs to be held, it needs to be cared
for, it needs to be something that you can’t just throw away or consume and then just
move on. And then we decided that we wanted to expand the idea and create a whole
community and a base of followers and subscribers to our mission of expanding the
narrative of Black life. That then pushed us away from creating the magazine at first
and focused us on just creating space, growing partnerships within Chicago, and
developing our branding to the point where when we were able to put together a
magazine, we had a base to serve it to.

Self care is also a radical act for Black folk. And, I mean, culturally and
historically, that has been taken away from us, and we’ve been told not to do
that. So, I think it is absolutely important that we do that right now and ensure
that we are resting and allowing ourselves to sit with what is happening and not
try and compartmentalize it, because that can become really traumatic and really
painful and just leave us in some really dark places.
AJA VAN BUREN: Honestly

before this happened, one of my plants was dying—like
she was super dead, and I don’t know how I was able to revive her—but she’s coming
back. And I guess that’s my little win in all of this.
Finding those little pockets of joy is so important.
I would say for me, I’m just getting to the point where I’m
tired of talking about it. But at the same time I understand the necessity to talk
about it. It can be exhausting to be a person that people call on and have to start
every email, every communication with like, ‘shit has hit the fan, but how are you
doing?’ It’s just so much.

And then, I’ve just been doing self care. Serving the community is one thing that I
would say, as Black people, is a form of resistance, to care for ourselves spiritually,
physically, mentally, all that. And then on top of that, if you already do the work
of caring about Black people, that’s what your life work is, which is us. People have
been saying, ‘What are you gonna do next,’ and I’m like, ‘What we’ve been doing.’
And finally, people are like, ‘Oh, so this is why you care so much to talk about Black
people.’ And it’s like, ‘Yeah, absolutely.’ So, it’s just weird. It’s really all just frickin’
weird. I see people finally starting to see the purpose of what we’re doing, and then
other people are just online, discovering that racism is still a thing—
AJA VAN BUREN:—And

it’s the learning curve that I’m not here for, cuz I feel like
Google is a thing that four-year-olds can navigate—
—and it is not our job to educate the white public. Like, that’s not our job.
COURTNEY PHILLIPS: I

would also say, it’s not our job to educate white passing Black
and Brown people. That’s the one that I’ve been having conversations about. I’m
seeing people who are like, ‘I’m Puerto Rican.’ And it’s like, ‘Yeah, but you’re white
passing. You literally live a different existence, so what are we really talking about?
And where are you?’ I feel like there are so many random points on the graph that
you can’t even create a pattern. This place is a scattered mindfuck. Everybody is
trying to figure out where they fit, everybody is unlearning and relearning, trying to
educate other people, being called on by the other people who feel like they’re the
closest Black friend that they have. It’s a scramble.
And as someone who is white passing and has that privilege, it’s my
responsibility as well to put myself in front of those Black lives that are on the
ground and being terrorized every single day. My job is to extend my privilege
and do what I can in order to fully support those people in our community that
have violence put on them the most.
I think a lot of people are talking about George Floyd, but his murder is just the
tipping point. Historically, Black women are the people in our community who
have been the foundation for which every community reaps from. And Black
trans women have been killed at the most disproportionate rates.
But I digress. Thank you for telling me how y’all are doing and being really
transparent and authentic about it. It’s nice to be able to connect with other

COURTNEY PHILLIPS: Gumbo

AJA VAN BUREN: I

still to this day cannot believe it was something that we were able
to do. I’m so happy that we were able to come together and provide a platform for
Black creatives to express themselves in the way that they want to—because a lot of
times Black creatives aren’t able to just be or create or share their work and still have
the opportunity to get paid for it as is. And that’s one thing that Gumbo Mag was
able to provide to a lot of people. And so, the creation of this magazine, especially
this first issue, was an exploration of what Blackness is and where love shows up
in Blackness. That’s how we coined it as ‘a love letter to Black life,’ the genesis, the
unspoken things that we do and possess amongst ourselves, a look across the room,
whether it’s a debt, whether it’s how we care for Black children that don’t belong to
us. It’s the way that we personally feel Black people can and have shown up to be
there for other Black people a variety of times.
We do obviously push the envelope when it comes to what Black news can be.
So, we’re not looking for the stereotypical Black story or the one that’s on a new
cycle. We want to get to know the Black person, the Black narrative, and the Black
life behind all of the things. And I think us taking a step back and really trying to
hone in on that and really showcasing what Blackness can be—whether it’s in stills,
whether it’s in just the vibrancy of the art that is created—I felt like the story told
itself; this is what Black people wanted to share. That was the most pivotal part about
it, because they showed up and showed out. This is what Blackness meant to Black
people on a variety of levels. And this is what Black love, Black existence, Black as a
beginning, Black as the unspoken language, as a revolutionary thought—this is how
it showed up for them.
MATTHEW MANNING: Gumbo

Magazine to me, now that it’s been completed and we
can see it, has become kind of a testament to the power of that space where intention
and action really meet. This magazine was super intentional every step of the way—
to the point where we developed an entire media company just to bring it to light.
And this magazine didn’t come ‘til the third year of this business. I think part of that
was because we understood what we wanted to create, and we understood whether or
not we had the capacity to do it at the time. And that goes down to not having words
on the cover—that’s a moment of intention, perhaps a risky one. But for us, it was
worth it to bring to full fruition the power of that beautiful cover by Bobby Rogers
in the way that it sits on the shelf. The fact that it’s monochromatic, and Black. The
next one’s going to be red. They’re going to stack on the shelf in a very intentional
way.

We had 85 creatives in this and we paid all of them, which added up very quickly—
and this is from a small company that, especially at the time, didn’t have a lot of
money. And so, those are all commitments that have risks but, to us, affirmed the
importance of creating this beautiful circular economy that doesn’t care about what
the standards are, that doesn’t care about what the status quo is; it cares only about
what is the right product to put in front of our people. That can be a form of healing
that literally is a love letter to Black life, and that warrants every bit of quality.
This is the product, and we fought for this every step of the way. We held back
nothing. We fought for the quality in ways that we probably didn’t need to for a first
publication, because, for us, that was what was missing. And to Courtney’s point,
being able to hold that tactile thing in your hand and flip through it and having it
demand permanence, this really demands that it’s something you put on your shelf
or coffee table. People are still sending us those photos months and months later,
because it is the thing that’s sitting there, it is the thing that they returned to, it is the
thing that they read with their morning coffee or in times of stress. And that, to us,
that to me, is that kind of beautiful harmony between intention and action.
A lot of companies and publications are just doing a lot of lip service for their
support of the Black community. But you guys are really there, and you’ve
been there, doing that work for quite a bit of time now. I think that that is just
something that we need to celebrate. Off-Kilter wanted to do this interview in
order to amplify the narratives that you’re telling and the work that you’re doing,
because it is crucial to Chicago culture right now. And everyone needs to see
what is happening in our own backyard and the wonderful work that already
exists and has been there for quite some time.
With that said, I’d love to hear more from you about how you all are so
intentional in creating something that demands permanence for the Black folk
who read it and why that is so important.
AJA VAN BUREN: It

demands permanence, because, historically, we have always
been dismissed in our existence. We weren’t able to showcase ourselves in the way
that we chose. We always have narratives that are thrown and placed on us. And I
think one thing about the issue “Black” is that we were reclaiming our existence,
reclaiming where we stood in this timeline and how we show up in it. And I think
the intentionality lied in the quality of the content that we chose.
Most of the contributors, if not all, submitted something that they knew was
pivotal and, in some ways, kind of controversial. And we allowed them to show up
in that way without demeaning them, without saying that’s too Black, or without
writing them off for their opinions. We allowed them to exist as they were, and the
intentionality and the type of conversations we wanted to showcase was there. We
have people from all over the diaspora in this issue, and that’s something you don’t
see all the time. And I think that was really intentional, because we want to give
space to voices from all across the world. It was intentional in the thought process,
but it was unintentional in how many people actually sent in submissions from
across the world—that blew my mind when I was going through the submissions. It
was insane.
COURTNEY PHILLIPS: I

think it’s also important to point out why our price is where
it is. There are currently large publications that do not pay the people that contribute
to the magazine for the actual content that’s used. And so, even though we are a
small business, it was very important for us to create a budget to pay the creatives.
We didn’t pay ourselves. Everyone in this interview didn’t get paid to do the work
that we did. And that’s something that we’re working on, but we wanted to pay
the artists first—that was our priority. So, we chose $38 to be the price point for
the magazine, because we have to 1) make a profit for Gumbo, 2) make sure that
we’re selling the magazine in a way where we can find ourselves in the future, and
3) make sure that people don’t buy it as another magazine that they would throw
away, because they didn’t really invest in it. This is an investment into Black culture.
It shows that you value Black creativity. Quality is highly reflected in the magazine
itself. People sometimes call it a book, but what we’re doing is reinventing what a
magazine can be, because a magazine can be a hardcover, the paper can be quite
thick, the way that things are printed on the pages can be vibrant.
AJA VAN BUREN: And

I think to Courtney’s point, we value Blackness as a whole,
even down to the pages. We put 200 pages of content in here, specifically about
Blackness and how Black people show up in this world, that is often overlooked.

And I think the importance of that just rang clear, even through our submissions
process. I’m not gonna lie, Brazil showed up, South Africa showed up, Nigeria
showed up, a lot of people in the United States showed up, Canada and other places
showed up as well. So when I say the diaspora said, ‘Hey, our Blackness means this,’
this is how you get a magazine that is a love letter to Black life.
By no means were we expecting all the submissions that we received, but it was also
very affirming to see that we’re not the only one saying, ‘Hey, we matter. And this is
why we matter,’ as a reminder to other Black folk.
You guys are shifting the narrative placed upon Black people, ensuring that
there is authentic representation and reflection of Black culture, allowing for
your contributors to really claim their rightful space and share their stories,
unapologetically and unaltered. In my own personal experience, I worked for a
newspaper and going through the editing process was really traumatic for me,
because editors would take out stuff that was truthful to me, to Black culture,
and the experiences of Black people, because they were worried about offending
people. But that’s not my problem. This is what is actually happening. And it’s
like, as a journalist, we have a responsibility to report on the truth. Things can
be accurate, but not actually truthful.
The work that you guys are doing as a magazine is absolutely revolutionary and
so rewarding for the contributors. They’re able to share their experience and live
in their truth and not have to alter it or apologize for it in any way. They can just
let it exist and let it be in ways that it has historically not been able to, especially
with the quality that you guys are putting into a physical copy like that. As a
writer myself, having something in print just provides a different kind of feeling
when you see that and are able to hold it. It’s kind of like a culmination of
your work, and it’s so rewarding. It’s rewarding, because you’re like, ‘I kind of
made it this time.’ You’re able to see that what you’ve done is valued by not only
yourself, but the people that put this magazine together and the readers who are
purchasing it as well.
MATTHEW MANNING: We’re

really excited by the space that’s been created through
this as well. Because while we are trying to do as much truth telling as possible, we
are also putting in a lot of curatorial energy into how those stories are framed and
staged and how they are able to be presented in a way where creatives can be their
true selves. We have four acts through this past issue. It reads very much like a play
in that way. We explore Blackness through four themes of self. We are able to tell
not just the individual stories that are featured—and those do stand alone—but also
the collective stories and the broader narratives that those stories tell when stitched
together with a lot of thought and intention. And we’re going to get more and more
aggressive with what those collective stories are.
This was titled “Black,” because that’s our mission. Our mission at Gumbo is
literally to expand the narrative of Black life. It’s to open up that truth telling. And
we’ve always said that, for us, it’s not about telling any specific story, it’s just about
being honest. It’s about being transparent. We have to be transparent about all of
the beauty, as well as all of the pain. And that’s what we’re seeing in the world now:
honesty on full display. Issue one was very much an introduction to these emotions
and identities. And now we’re going to use that platform. We’ve established what
Black identity is for us, in the sense that it’s indescribable—there is no defining it; it’s
expansive, and it’s ever-growing. So, let’s explore the specific themes within that.
What are the stories you plan to tell in the coming months with Gumbo? I’m
curious to see what you guys are pouring yourselves into in order to make sure
that the people you surround yourselves with in Black culture are
truly supported.
MATTHEW MANNING: We’re

moving issue two to next year. And we’re focusing
right now on filling what was supposed to be issue two with a digital zine instead.
The theme for that is Afrofuturism. Aja said in one of our meetings that Black
people have always been in a state of pandemic in this country. And so, this zine
is recognizing that we can and we always have made it out of these moments. Our
ancestors have plundered and paved their way for us to be here, despite slavery,
despite Jim Crow, despite all of these things. So yes, this is a pandemic, but it’s not
new, at least in the sense that we’ve always faced struggle as a people. It’s just that
everybody else is struggling with us now. We’re going to recognize and honor the
brilliance and resilience that Black people have historically shown. We’re looking

ahead even into next year about how we can physically utilize this time as a resource
to pave a better future. Afrofuturism is a way to do that literally and position what
we can imagine as our future into our very near future, if not even our present. Now
with the uprisings, that’s just become this divine syncing of energies, because the
content that we selected even before the uprising almost feels like it was selected to
be featured in this moment.
AJA VAN BUREN: Gumbo,

through the magazine process, has made Blackness
holistic. It does seem like the timing just aligned with where we were already.
COURTNEY PHILLIPS: And

I would say my hope for this digital publication and
our other digital projects that we’re working on is to continue to contribute to the
culture, continue to show appreciation to Black artists, an African diaspora of artists.
We’re continuing to show appreciation for issue one and those artists continuing to
the market, because it’s still available for sale. When we’re ready, we’ll publish
issue two.
I think if anything, it’s just all unfolding the way it’s supposed to. Our team has been
really good at capturing the moment, going with it, knowing what we need to do,
using the resources that are best at the moment, and just rolling with it.
It sounds like you guys are just receiving a lot of the same energy you’re putting
out. I think on that point, I would like to know what your vision for Gumbo
Magazine is.
MATTHEW MANNING: I

think part of the vision is just being consistent with this
energy, not letting it dissipate, which is actually a big part of the narrative of issue
two. It honors some of the history that did dissipate, and we want to pick that
baton back up. The magazine as a staple product is kind of the thing that we anchor
ourselves around. It is the physical manifestation of who we are as a company and
what our ideologies are and moral sphere is.
And then finally, I would say access is a big part of what I think, at least for me, the
future of Gumbo Magazine holds. We’re in talks right now with specific historical
collections that may want to adapt it. We’re in talks with the Chicago Public Library
system, Minneapolis Public Library system, and several mom and pop bookstores.
Obviously the industry is struggling a lot right now, so a lot of those conversations
are on hiatus. But you know, barber shops, hotels, coffee shops, all of these are the
places that we want to make sure you can also go to to purchase and support this, so
that if you can’t afford an issue, you can go to a library and check it out. If you can’t
support it monetarily, you see it while getting your hair cut or done. You can see it at
the local coffee shop over some coffee or tea. The goal is to make it one of the go-to
products, because it really ought to be.
Regardless of where you go, you see a bit of yourself reflected in the cover image. It
prompts you into it and to read it with the mystery of what the ‘G.’ represents. You
open it up, and then you see all these beautiful, vibrant, colorful pages that reflect
you. That is the goal. So, access is a big part of that as well, because we come from
a lot of different backgrounds, and we recognize that not everybody has access. Not
everybody can go buy a $38 magazine, or even will if they could go, but they would
love to see those images. So, meeting them where they are through that content in
unique ways is going to be a big part of our future.
You guys are a lot more than just Gumbo Magazine as well, in terms of creating
a lifestyle brand. You’re already engaging the community in ways that they can
be present and be a part of what Gumbo Media is as a whole.
MATTHEW MANNING: Yes,

and part of what we are also thinking about is how we
ensure that every space we open up serves the community the best way it can. Our
operation is a lot larger than our team is, and a lot larger than our capacity looks like
it is. I think what’s important for our community to know is that we are very much
committed to the expansion of our collective narrative through storytelling, through
truth telling, through circular economy, and through just opening up space for
people to show up authentically.
COURTNEY PHILLIPS: I

would like to say that magazines led by Black people,
communicating with each other, are very important. And so we appreciate this
opportunity to talk to each other, because we have found in the past that when
Black companies have similar missions or visions, sometimes we see each other as
competitors too much. We don’t really see that there’s actually space for all of us, and

I know that’s something that’s reiterated all the time. But what I’m trying to say is
that what Off-Kilter is doing is different from what Gumbo Media is doing, which is
different from what Crwn Mag is doing, which is different from Ebony.
We have to talk to each other, and we have to show each other support, because we
can’t just be out here pretending like the other one doesn’t exist. When we grow, it’s
also our responsibility to have these conversations with the new publications that are
coming up—these are things that Ebony should be doing. They should be creating
space for more publications that are centering Black life, but that doesn’t always
happen. And that’s the problem. So, what I would like to express honestly is let’s
continue to set this example and continue to speak to each other.
In the past, the publishing industry has been very tokenizing in showing their
support. And so I think that what we’re doing is also very radical, and I’m so
happy to be a part of it.
MATTHEW MANNING: I

would just reiterate the value and importance of creative
spaces, specifically from the economic perspective. It’s so powerful to be able to see
a space that is largely supported by Black people, who are investing and sponsoring
something that then feeds a small Black business like Gumbo, that then pays dozens
of Black creatives for their work.
I’m a diehard socialist. So coming from this in the most socialist lens possible—
and not trying to make it like a capitalist conversation—I feel like what is really,
really important is that we support each other, we nurture each other, and we build
infrastructure based around our creation and our worth as Black people. And that
can be done digitally as much as it can be through brick and mortar storefronts.
What you’re doing and what we’re doing are examples of that. It’s valuable and
worth affirming for sure, because it’s been beautiful to see the development through
our side, and we want to keep nurturing that and make this the biggest possible
ecosystem of communal support.
AJA VAN BUREN: The

table is big enough that we can all eat gumbo.

